2019 Membership Benefits
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Since 2007, the Canadian Geothermal Energy Association (CanGEA) has acted as the
collective voice of Canada’s geothermal energy industry with a focus on the power
generation and industry-scale direct use. As a non-profit industry association, we
represent the interests of our member companies with the primary goal of unlocking the
country’s tremendous geothermal energy potential. Geothermal energy can provide
competitively priced, renewable, round-the-clock heat and power to the Canadian market.
CanGEA promotes the industry and the potential of geothermal energy in Canada through
outreach events, research, policy advocacy and the representation of Canadian interests
internationally.
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CanGEA Market Visit Subsidy (MVS):
CanGEA corporate members are eligible to apply for our MVS, which provides
a reimbursement of up to 50% of airfare, transportation costs, and event
registration along with a ~$200 daily allowance. Past MVS destinations
include conferences in Iceland, Indonesia, Germany, Australia, New Zealand,
Turkey, and throughout the United States.
Policy Committees (PC):
CanGEA’s corporate members can participate in our PC that oversee various
regions in Canada. Participating in the PC allows for members to contribute to
CanGEA’s policy advocacy efforts in their respective region and help shape
Canada’s geothermal energy future.
Geothermal Energy Industry Supply Chain:
CanGEA prides itself with having members all along the geothermal energy
industry supply chain. With a CanGEA membership comes the added benefit of
joining our member supply chain. CanGEA strongly encourages companies to
source their services and goods from other CanGEA members, thereby
strengthening Canada’s geothermal energy sector.
Increasing Exposure:
CanGEA offers our corporate members the opportunity to gain exposure
through CanGEA’s web presence. Our combined web presence reaches
approximately 500,000 individuals and companies from around the world and
is a great way for your company to grow your public profile and engage with
the geothermal energy industry at large. Corporate members are also eligible
to have a feature in our annual Skills and Project Profile.
Exclusive Member Newsletters:
CanGEA’s exclusive monthly member newsletter keeps you informed on all
the latest Canadian geothermal energy industry matters. The monthly
newsletter includes geothermal energy news updates, policy updates,
upcoming industry events, and funding opportunities for your company.
Intern Share Program:
As an extra benefit to our Volcano members, CanGEA offers an intern
share program throughout the summer. In this program, Volcano members
can access CanGEA interns for two- to sixteen-week blocks, rotating
through each interested member company. For 2019, CanGEA is expecting
to hire an Operations Intern and a Policy Intern, which are available
exclusively to Volcano members.

Questions? Contact info@cangea.ca for more information!
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Join CanGEA Today – www.cangea.ca/joincangea
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